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The synonyms of “Scientist” are: researcher, technologist

Scientist as a Noun

Definitions of "Scientist" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “scientist” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

A person who is studying or has expert knowledge of one or more of the natural or
physical sciences.
A person with advanced knowledge of one or more sciences.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Scientist" as a noun (2 Words)

researcher A person who carries out academic or scientific research.
A medical researcher who pioneered the development of antibiotics.

technologist An expert in a particular field of technology.
Chief technologist for internet security.
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Usage Examples of "Scientist" as a noun

A research scientist.
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Associations of "Scientist" (30 Words)

analysis
A branch of mathematics involving calculus and the theory of limits;
sequences and series and integration and differentiation.
Samples are sent to the laboratory for analysis.

assembler A person who assembles a machine or its parts.

biotechnology
The branch of engineering science in which biological science is used to
study the relation between workers and their environments.
Biotechnology produced genetically altered bacteria that solved the
problem.

climatologist Someone who is expert in climatology.

contrive Make or work out a plan for; devise.
You contrived to be alone with me despite the supervision.

create Create or manufacture a man made product.
He was created a baronet.

deducible Capable of being deduced.

devise (law) a gift of real property by will.
Devise a plan to take over the director s office.

engineer Design as an engineer.
The men who engineered the tunnel.

experiment The act of conducting a controlled test or investigation.
A laboratory which carried out experiments on pigs.

experimentation
The testing of an idea.
After experimentation in the laboratory the first vines of the new clone
were planted.

experimenter
A person who performs a scientific procedure, especially in a laboratory,
to determine something.
Each participant was tested by a trained experimenter.

functionalist An adherent of functionalism.

industry The organized action of making of goods and services for sale.
New investment incentives for British industry.

invent
Come up with (an idea, plan, explanation, theory, or principle) after a
mental effort.
I did not have to invent any tales about my past.

inventor Someone who is the first to think of or make something.

lab A laboratory.
A science lab.

https://grammartop.com/devise-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/engineer-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/experimentation-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/invent-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/inventor-synonyms
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laboratory
A region resembling a laboratory inasmuch as it offers opportunities for
observation and practice and experimentation.
Pakistan is a laboratory for studying the use of American troops to
combat terrorism.

manufacture Manufactured articles.
They manufacture small toys.

mathematician A person skilled in mathematics.
One of the world s foremost theoretical mathematicians.

physicist A scientist trained in physics.
reactant A chemical substance that is present at the start of a chemical reaction.

research Engaged in or intended for research.
The group carries out research in geochemistry.

researcher
A person whose job involves discovering or verifying information for use
in a book, programme, etc.
A medical researcher who pioneered the development of antibiotics.

robotics
The branch of technology that deals with the design, construction,
operation, and application of robots.
Civilian research on robotics is advancing swiftly.

scholar A student who holds a scholarship.
A Hebrew scholar.

science A particular area of science.
The science of genetics.

statistician A mathematician who specializes in statistics.

technician Someone known for high skill in some intellectual or artistic technique.
Liszt was one of the greatest piano technicians of all time.

toolmaker Someone skilled in making or repairing tools.

https://grammartop.com/laboratory-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/scholar-synonyms
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